STAY IN THE LOOP

Project 1: Design Methodology APD1
Conceptual Product Solutions APD2
Design, New and Traditional Technology 2 BA1
Design, New and Traditional Technology 2 BA2
Design Project 2 BA3
Design Implementation IDI
Project 1: Professional Project IXD1
Project 3: Interaction Concept IXD2
Project 1: Vehicle Design TD1
Project 3: Vehicle Interior TD2
Kitchen Cleaning IDI
Workshop Cleaning BA1

The use of typography - the history, our terminology and practical application
08 DEC @ Art Campus Library 03.00PM to 04.00PM

Windows - A tongue-in-cheek dance performance for very small surfaces!
10 DEC @ Universum 12.10PM to 12.50PM

Lucia Day on campus with the Umeå Student Choir
11 DEC @ Aula Nordica 12.10PM to 12.40PM

EVENTS
STAY IN THE LOOP
THE WEEK THAT WAS
@rebeckrosenlind
@flodyssey
@themonsterlee @daanhekking
@mimigle
Ben @keyurjain21
Lee
Share your projects, fika moments and class moments with UID by sending photos to wozzop@gmail.com or use #lifeatuid on Instagram.

THE NEW BLACK

10 WORDS OR LESS ABOUT YOURSELF
- Kom låna törneKronan min lID för KonSTen eller brINn

SOMETHING MOST PEOPLE DON’T KNOW ABOUT YOU
- I can’t think of anything. I already overshare too much, like a real-life social media train wreck.

AN INTERESTING FACT FROM YOUR COUNTRY:
- Since I have 3 passports:
  - United States: the richest 20 people in the US has a combined wealth that is worth more than the poorer half of the population (152 million).
  - Canada: when you order a “Double-Double” at the Canadian coffee chain Tim Hortons, you will get a coffee with two creamers and two sugars.
  - Taiwan: Taiwan’s flag carrier is called China Airlines. Air China, on the other hand, belongs to China.

THE NEW BLACK IN TV/MOVIES
- Not particularly new, especially for the Swedes, but ÄKta möNnISKor (real humans) is a Swedish Sci-Fi/Drama series that is definitely worth checking out. Btw the Sherlock Special is coming on January 1st!!

THE NEW BLACK IN BOOKS/MAGAZINES:

In the same spirit as above, a downloadable PDF of the NASA graphic Standards Manual, originally created in the 1970s. Both are fascinating in terms of graphic design and historical context.

THE NEW BLACK ON SLANG:
- “netﬂix and chill” means inviting someone to your residence for the purpose of intimacy and foreplay under the pretext of unlimited streaming video entertainment for $8.99 a month.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
- Twitter: @UIDUmeå
- Facebook: UID Umeå University
- Instagram: UID Umeå University

RECOMMENDATION FOR THE NEXT ISSUE:
Eric Rogenas

BOOK RECOMMENDATION:
“KOM LåNA TörNEKrONAN MIN LID för KONSTen eller brINn”

The Shape of Design
by Frank Chimero

The Shape of Design is a book that investigates the influence of design on our lives and this world. It looks at design as a practice we use to shape our world to lead us where we want to be.